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rTRANSFORMATION FOR NETWORK ANALYSIS 
Wataru Mayeda
Introduction
Since a computer is used to analyze a network, many new methods 
[1-11] of analysis are introduced» Obviously, these have many
advantages. However, all of these metljjef^^suffer from the exponential 
increase of computer time as networks become larger. It is clear that a 
simplification of a given network is a solution to this difficulty. A 
simple transformation introduced here gives an equivalent network with 
respect to a desired network function which has less number of vertices. 
Thus, in general, the computation becomes simpler. A special case of this 
transformation is a well known T-tt transformation.
The successive application of this transformation can be employed to 
reduce the number of vertices so that the final resultant network has the 
minimum number of vertices necessary to give the desired network functions. 
This procedure is very similar to successive reduction of vertices (nodes) 
in a signal flow graph.
Trans formation
A network N in Figure la consists of two subnetworks N A and N„ ioinedA B J
by n vertices 1,2,..., and n. We assume that in N there exists at leastB
one vertex other than 1,2,..., and n. Let the vertices in N other thanB
1,2,..., and n be b^jb^,..., and b^. Also let the vertices in N^ other 
than 1,2,..., and n be a^ja^,..., and a^.
2Suppose we only need to consider network functions between the vertices 
in Na (that is, the vertices in {l,2,...,n} and { a ^ a ^  . . ., a }) , then we 
replace network Ng by a network Nc consisting of vertices 1,2,..., and n 
as shown in Figure lc such that the required network functions are 
unchanged. Notice that the resultant network has a fewer number of vertices 
than the original network.
In order to discuss the structure of subnetwork N which is dependent 
only of subnetwork N^, we use the following topological representation of a 
network element [l,7].
Definition 1; An admittance element y which satisfies
y v.kji = lpq (i)
where v ^  is the voltage from vertex k to vertex i  and i is the current 
from p to q, will be represented by one voltage edge and one current edge 
as shown in Figure 2a. When p = k and q = j£, the representation in Figure 2b 
can be simplified as one in Figure 2c which is a usual representation of a 
passive element.
Furthermore, the symbols v , i , J are defined as
P P P
Vp - voltage from vertex p to the reference vertex,
i - current from vertex p to the reference vertex,P f
J - current from the reference vertex to vertex p.P
and
Ng - network obtained from by removing all current generators. 
With these definitions, the structure of subnetwork N can be obtained from 
subnetwork by the following rules.
3Preliminary: When at least one generator is connected to one of
vertices b^b^..., and in subnetwork Nfi, Rule a will be used to replace
it by equivalent current generators connected from the reference vertex to
vertices 1,2,0«., and n-1. If there is no such current generators, we will
skip using Rule a. After replacing all such generators by equivalent
current generators, we will have a subnetwork Nl which contains no currentB
generators. Then Rules b and c will be used to obtain admittance elements 
of subnetwork N .
Let vertex n which is one of vertices 1,2, ... , and n in both subnetworks
N. and N_ be the reference vertex.A B
Rule a; From the reference vertex to a vertex in {1,2,...,n-1J, say u,
we give a current generator J in N which is equal to the negative of the
n-terminal short circuit current i caused by the current generators
connected in N . That is,
B
J in N_ = - i in N TI u C u B’V, = V = ... = V . = 01 2  n-1 ( 2)
Rule b: Between any pair of vertices in {1,2,...,n-l], say t and u,
admittances y and y in N which satisfy ytu Jut C
y v = l tu u t (3)
and
y . v. = i ut t u (4)
in Nc are the n-terminal short circuit transfer admittance functions of
N' given by 
B
4tu in N!v = v = . . o = V = 0 1 2  n-1
v 4 0 u
B (5)
and
ut v. v = v = . . . = v , = 0 1 2  n-1
v t 4  0
in ( 6)
respectively.
Rule c: From a vertex in {1,2,...,n-l], say u, to the reference
vertex n, we give y which satisfiesun
y v = i in N„ un u u C
is the n-terminal short circuit driving point admittance function
J
(7)
un v v, = v =  ... = v . 1 2  n-1
v 4 0 u
in N' (8)
Notice that N' is obtained from N by removing all current generators in N , o o B
Example 1: Consider a network in Figure 3a where only transconductance 
q of tube T is considered. Also suppose we only need to obtain network 
functions between the vertices in N^. Since there is no current generators 
in Ng, we start with using Rule b. Considering vertex 3 as the reference 
vertex, by Rule b
12 V,
-y3y4g
v o  (yi+y4>(y2+y3)
5y21 0
By Rule c,
yly4
y-L+y4
y2y3
y2+y3
The resultant network is shown in Figure 3c.
When a subnetwork N contains no active elements and no mutual
B
couplings, the Rules b and c can be modified as follows.
Case I: n > 3, that is, the number of vertices in both subnetworks
N . and N is not less th.an 3.A B
Rule b': Between a pair of vertices in {1,2,...,n-l}, say t and u,
yfcu connected between vertices t and u in is equal to the n-terminal 
short circuit transfer admittance function
v 4 0 u
-J
V, = V2 = v . = 0 n- 1
m  n ; (9)
vfc 4 o
Rule c':
vertex n, y^ tn
Between a vertex, say t, in {1,2,...,n-l} and the reference 
connected from vertex to the reference vertex in N is equalVj
to
6tn v,
n-1 J
+ S —v
V1 V2 * ‘ * Vn-1 u^fc
vfc 4 0
( 10)
v = v  =.o.=v ,=01 2  n-1
v 4 ou
Since N' is a passive network, by taking a vertex, say u, in 
B
[l,2,...,n-l} other than n as a new reference vertex, y becomes the
same expression as y in Eq. (9), that is
-J'
tn v' in N'
vr v2= ---=vn - r  0
B (ID
where Jj. is the current from the new reference vertex u to the vertex t and
v' is the voltage from vertex p to the new reference vertex u for p = 1,2,... 
P
and p 4- u.
Case II; n = 2, that is, there are only two vertices connected between
subnetworks N A and 1ST. Then Rules b anc c can be replaced by one rule.A B
Rule a i Between vertices 1 and 2 in N , we place which is equal to 
the driving point admittance function of or
in Nj,
n-1
where vertex 2 is the reference vertex.
Case III; This is a special case of Case I, that is, the
number of vertices in N other than vertices 1,2,..., and n is one (which
B
means there is only one vertex b in other than vertices 1,2,..., and n)
as shown in Figure 4. Let admittances in be y^ for p = l,2,...,n.
Then Rules b* and c* can be replaced by one rule as
Rule a11: Between any two vertices, say k and in {l,2,...,n}, we
give y'. n connected between vertices k and i  in N which is equal to k Hj C
7( 12)
An interesting point is that when n = 3, Case III becomes well known 
T-tt transformation.
Example 2 : Consider a network N in Figure 5a which belongs to
Case III. Thus as far as the network functions between the vertices in N,A
are concerned, the network N' in Figure 5b gives the same network functions 
as the given one where Ey = Only Rule B* is used to obtain N' .
Topological Formulas for Transformation
When a computer is used to analyze a network, one known technique 
is to use topological formulas. Thus it would be desirable to accomplish 
the transformation, to make a network simpler for future calculation, by 
topological formulas so that the almost identical computer program would 
provide the transformation.
For convenience, the symbols W and U are defined as
Definition 2 : The symbol W i with respect to a network G
V V  n2’ ° * *
is defined as
W = E €j complete k-tree T
admittance product [l,7] (13)
where T is a complete k-tree which have the following properties
Let T1 I
nonl'n2' ‘
be the current and voltage graphs of
k-tree T Then
8(1) T | consists of k connected circuitless subgraphs
o l1 2*' k
1 1  , I , , I I Ig p g 2>o-*> and g^. such that g^,g2>..., and g^ together contain N-k edges
and all vertices in G where N is the number of vertices is G. Similarly 
-v . . .  V VTn n In ..,n consists of k connected circuitless subgraphs gY,gY,..., and o 1 2 ‘ ° ° k 1
Vg^ such that these subgraphs together contain N-k edges and all vertices in
G. Any of these subgraphs can consist only of one vertex.
X V /(2) Vertex nQ is in G^, and vertex n^ is in g . Every other vertex
I Vn is in g and g for p = 2,3,...,k.p p °p ’ ’ 5
(3) There is no path between any vertex in g* and a vertex in g*
for 1 < r < s < k. Similarly there is no path between any vertex in g 
Vand a vertex in gg for 1 < r < s < k. Notice that vertex ^  can be any 
. I I  I
one of g]_»g2>’**» and g^. Similarly vertex nQ can be any one of
V V J Vg15g2,..•, and gk<
V
Another way of defining Tn n n o o' 2
is that by inserting edge y such
that the current edge of y is from vertex n to vertex n, and the voltageo k
edge of y is from vertex nn to vertex n, , edges in [y,T i ] is a1 k n n. n0 . . . n,o 1' 2 k
complete tree in G[n2>...,nk] where G[n2,n^,...,nk] is obtained from G by 
coinciding vertices n9, . . . , and n , and inserting y.
Definition 3 ; The symbol U 
is defined as
n 1n2 , ’nk
with respect to a network G
U
nl’n2’...,nk nln2 ° \
= E €j complete k-tree T
admittance product (14)
r *
9where T is the same as T i except in (1) there is no
n i V ” nk non i lrY ' - nk
restriction about the location of vertex n^. However vertex n^ must be
in g^ as well as in gY. In the other words, T is a complete tree1 1 n1n2...nk
of G[n n . . . n,] which is obtained from G by coinciding vertices ’n2’'”“’12 k
and n. . k
With these definitions, we can give topological formulas for short 
circuit n-terminal network functions. Consider a driving point function
j
y = --un vu V f V - = Vn-f°
in Ng (15)
v 4 0
U
first. By coinciding vertices 1,2,..., and n except vertex u in N^, the
resultant network is l»B[p| p=1;2,.. . ,n; Piiu] ‘ Then the ab°V6 e<lua,:10n 
becomes simply an open circuit driving point admittance function of
NB[pIp=1,2,...,n;p^u] Thus
V
un W of Nu|n B[p|p=l,2,...,n;p^u]
(16)
where V is
V = S €j complete tree admittance product (17)
Since N r i , -i is obtained from N' by coincidingB|_p| P=l,2, . . . ,n;p^uj 13
vertices 1,2,..., and n except u,
V °f NB[p|p-1.2,....n;p^u] = Ul,2,....u-l.u+l....,n of (18)
and
10
W Of Ni,r_ I 1 O --- 1„ 1 “ Ui 9 . .. n of NB *un B[p|p=1.2,...,n;p^u] l,2,...,n
(19)
Thus
un
_ 1.2.... u-l,u+l,...,n of N,
U B1,2,...,n
( 20)
is the numerator of thisNotice that the subscript of u lj2,...,u-l,u+l,... ,n 
equation does not contain vertex u.
Admittance ytu in Eq. (5) (and Eq. (6)) can be considered as
tu V vt = 0 in NB[p|p=1,2,o..,n;p^t,u]
(21)
nhprp N.r . , n is obtained from N' by coinciding vertices
where wB[p|p=i,2,...,n;p^t,u] B
1,2 3 . • . j and n except t and u - Since C1» 7~\ >
tu v
-Wut 1 n of N1
v = 0 n,t,n B[p|p=l,2,...,n;p^t,u]
(22)
we have
-W
tu
utl 1,2,....t-l,t+l,...,u-l,u+l,...,n  ^ (23)
Ui o1,2, . • . s n
Notice that when Ng contains no ac 
this becomes
tive elements and no mutual couplings
Wutl 1. 2, . . . ,t-l,t+l, . . . .u-l.u+l, . . . ,n.. (24)
tu " " tu U l,2,...,n
Also by Eq. (11) of Rule c', Eq. (24) can be used for yfcn<
11
by Rule a. To obtain equivalent generators can also be done by a topological 
formula as follows»
Let J, be a current generator connected from the reference vertex n to b
vertex b in N where b 4 l,2,...,n-l. Then the equivalent current 
B
generator J which should be given from the reference vertex n to vertex t
for t =  1,2,...,n-1. Then Jt/Jblv =^v^=
as J/J.I n of N r  | . _ »■i. Sincet' b v.=0 BLp|P=l,2,...,n;p*tj
#vJ, , . of N„ can be considered
t '  b 1v  = v  = . . .=v ,=0 B1 2  n-1
V vb
v -0 jb/vb
of N
vt=0 B[p|p=l,2,...,n;p^t]
(25)
can be considered as the ratio of two terminal short circuit admittance 
functions. Hence the topological formulas [l,7] of this current ratio can 
be written as
Wbt 1 n
n W | v =0 t|n
of NB[p|p=l,2,...,n;p^t] (26)
or
W
V1 V2 .=v =0n- 1
bt I ».a t~ 11 t+1) ° i ° all of N (27)
U l,2,...,n
The topological formula will give all equivalent generators for every 
generator in N .D
When network N_ does not contain active elements and mutual couplings, 
B
w
nonl'n2’’° °,nk
becomes
W | = S k-tree T i
non1|n2. . .nk n0nl'n2“ ‘ admittance product (28)
12
where T i consists of k connected circuitless subgraphs
nonl'n2° ' ° \
g , . . . , and g, such that 1 K
(1) g ,.••,g, together contain N-k edges and all vertices of the1 K
given network which consists of N vertices.
(2) There is no path between a vertex in gr and a vertex in gg for
1 < r < s < k and
(3) g contains vertex n^ for r = 2,...,k and vertices nQ and n^ are
in g, . Similarly, U is1 , “2 ’ ° ° ° 5 “k
n l ’ n 2’*’*,nk
where Tni,n2»••
= S k-tree T admittance product (29)
n l> n2 ’ ° *‘,nk
consists of k connected circuitless subgraphs
gl,g2,..., and gR, such that
(1) g )g , and g, together contains N-k edges and all vertices1 2  k
in a given network,
(2) there is no path between a vertex in gr and a vertex in gg for 
1 < r < s < k and
(3) vertex n is in g for v = l,2,...,n.r v
For both W and U, can consist only of one vertex.
Example 3 : Suppose we only need to consider network functions between
the vertices in N of the network in Figure 6a. Then first we remove current A
generator Jq by the topological formula given in Eq. (27) as with vertex 4
as the reference vertex
J„ = yly31 U1,2,3,4
13
J„ = y2y3
U l,2,3,4 °
J3 '
y4y5(y3+yl+y2) T
U 01,2,3,4
where ux 2 3 4 = (yl+y2^ (y4+y5^  + y3  ^+ y3(y4+y5^ * The resultant network 
with N* is given in Figure 6b.JJ
Now by the topological formula for y in Eq. (24), we have
yly3y5
14 U1,2,3,4
y2y3y5
24 U 1,2,3,4
y4y5(y3+yl+y2)
34 U 1,2,3,4
yi2 U
yly2(y3+y4+y5)
y,o =
1,2,3,4
yly3y4
13 U1,2,3,4
y2y3y4
23 U1,2,3,4
Notice that Eq. (24) is valid for y because Ng consists only of passive 
elements (by Rule b'). The resultant network is given in Figure 7.
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Proof of Transformation
Cons ider a network in Figure la in which vertices a^,a^,...,ag,
1,2,..., and n are in and vertices ,...,, 1,2,..., and n are in
ISL so that the vertices 1,2,..., and n are in both N. and N_. Without the
loss of generality, let vertex n be the reference vertex. Let be the
vectors such that element v is the node voltage from vertex a to thea p
P
reference vertex n for p = l,2,...,e, V._ be the vector in which each entryD
v, is the node voltage from vertex b to the reference vertex n for b p
q
q = l,2,...,f and V be the vector whose element v be the node voltageu C
from vertex e to the reference vertex n for c = l,2,...,n-l. Similarly,
let J A be the vector such that element i be the current from the A JaP
reference vertex n to the vertex a for p = l,2,...,e, J_ be the vectorp B
in which each element i, be the current from the reference vertex n toJ bq
vertex b^ for q = l,2,...,f and be the vector whose entry be the 
current from the reference vertex to vertex c for c = l,2,...,n-l. The 
nodal basis equation of the network is
Y a y a 0
A11 A12
Y a y a 0
A21 A22
0 0 0
v a ’
*
0 0 0
vc + 0 \ 2
_VB 0 \ l \ 2
V
V, (30)
where
YA =
Y a y a
A11 A12
Y a y a
A21 A22
(31)
if from subnetwork N A and Y_A B
15
YB =
Y Y
B11 B12
Y Y
B21 B22
(32)
is from subnetwork N_. This can be written as two matrix equations asB
Y a V. + Y. V = J. 
An  A Ai2 c A
(33)
y a y a 0 21 22
0 0
V
+ Y,
•
Vc C
J,B _ B _
(34)
Suppose Yg is non-singular, then by premultiplying Yg 1 to Eq. (34),
-1
y a y a ° 
A11 22
0 0
V
V.
V,
V
V,
= Y, -1 (35)
By partitioning Y asD
-1
Y^ B  ^11 (yB  ^12
Y^B  ^21 (YB  ^22
(36)
so that
-1 Jc
c-i W
i __
__
(YB ■* 11JC + Y^B  ^12JB 
< V 1)21JC + 0 22JB
(37)
16
equation (35) can be written by two matrix equations as
V.
C(Yb } h Ya 21 (Yb } h Ya 22] V. + VC ^ YB ^ll^B  ^12^
V B [(YB  ^21 (YB  ^22^
(38)
(39)
-LSuppose (Yg"1) is non-singular. Then premultiplying (Yg ")n  to
Eq. (38), we have
[YA YA ]21 22
V
V, + O n ' *  vc = Jc + O n  1(yb' \ 2j b (40)
It is clear that Eqs. (33) and (40) are enough to obtain network functions 
between vertices in subnetwork N^. In other words, combining Eqs. (34) and 
(40), we have
--
-1 < ~0 0
, - lx - 1 \ ' JA
_vc
t
0 (Yb ^11
1__
__
_ j c + < v \ r  ^ v V b .
(41)
From this equation, all network functions between the vertices in subnetwork
Na can be obtained. In Eq. (41), Yg is replaced by (YR 1)11 1 which
represents the n-terminal short circuit admittance functions of subnetwork
N . Thus Eqs. (5), (6)and (8) are valid. Furthermore J is replaced by
t + (y "S _1(Y “1),rtJ which shows that every current generation in N C v B '11 B J 12 B a
connected to vertices b-^jb^j«»*} and b^ are replaced by the n-terminal short 
circuit equivalent current generators connected from the reference vertex n
17
to vertices 1,2,..., and n-1. Thus Eq. (2) is valid. When subnetwork N 
consists of passive elements y1s (see Cases I and III), we know that the p«q 
entry of admittance matrix Y of N is the negative of admittance y connectedU L>
between vertices p and q. Thus in order to make Y equal to (Y )^ - - \
L* D  1  1
Eq. (9) must be used. Similarly, the p«p entry of Y of N is the sum ofL» Li
all y’s connected to vertex p. Thus in order to make the p.p entry of
-1  -1Y_ equal to the p°p entry of (Y )n1 , Eq. (10) must be used. Eq. (12)
of Rule a" can be proven by using Eq. (24). This proves that the 
transformation is valid.
Applications
It can be shown that for a large network, proper transformations give
tremendous reduction on the computation time necessary to analyze it by
a computer. For example, if we have a complete linear graph of 8 vertices,
6 5there are 8 m 2.6x10 trees. By applying the transformation once to 
reduce it to a linear graph of 4 vertices, we need to find less than 900 
trees, and k-trees for k = 2,3,4 which include the number of trees and 
k-trees necessary to obtain an equivalent network, but excluding the 
operation necessary to combine parallel edges.
This transformation is equivalent to the reduction of nodes in a signal 
flow graph. For example, if we only need to obtain an open circuit driving 
point function, we can reduce the network by either one or successive 
applications of the transformation so that the resultant network consists 
of just one edge whose admittance is the driving point admittance function 
of the given network. The following example is the extreme case of 
successive applications of the transformation.
18
Example 4 ; To show the successive application of the transformation 
we use only the transformation belonging to Case III for the example. 
Suppose we need to obtain network functions between vertices 3, 4, and 5 
of network N in Figure 8a which contains vertices 1,2,3,4 and 5. First 
let's remove vertex 1. The resultant network is shown in Figure 8b in 
which there are 6 new edges whose admittance functions calculated by 
Eq. (12) are
___1_ ~ _ l _  ~ = _s_
y54 s+3 ’ y53 " s+3 ’ y52 s+3
y43 = s+3 ’ y42 = s+3 ’ and y32 = 7+3 *
Combining parallel edges gives a resultant network shown in Figure 8c.
Since the desired network functions are between vertices 3, 4 and 5, 
we can remove vertex 2. The resultant network by the transformation have 
3 new edges as shown in Figure 8d and the combining parallel edges gives 
the final network as shown in Figure 8e. Now the desired network 
functions can easily be obtained.
In general, it is simpler not to use the successive applications of 
the transformation belonging to Case III. On the other hand, more than 
one transformation would make the calculation simpler in many cases.
19
. ------------/V--------------- .
\
(a) A Network N Consisting
of N. and N_A B
(b) Network N' Obtained by 
replacing N by ND L
Figure 1. Equivalent Networks
(a) Representation of y (b) y when p = k 
and q = i
(c) Simple
representation 
of y for p = k 
and q = i
Figure 2. Topological Representation of y.
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(c) Equivalent Network
Figure 3. Network N with a Tube
21
Figure 4» Network Belonging to Case III»
ÌY
(b) An Equivalent Network N'
Figure 5. Networks for Case III.
22
Figure 6. Network for Example 3.
Figure 7. A Resultant Network for Example 3.
23
I
\
3Y/W.)
(c) N8 after simplification
Figure 8. Networks Showing Transformations
24
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